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;'-".' .~fl Dates determined 
?7~ !~!pa:senat~u.~~n~ction 
Vf v~ \ ~ STAFF REPORTER "To address the issue ofreapportion-
,,.~r) ment, one [senate] seat will be added to 
· i:~ · New student senate elections will be the College of Liberal Studies and tbe · · · 
Nov. 26-28. College of Health and Professional 
According to a memorandum from Studies," DiBona wrote. 
Jason DiBona, student body vice presi- Those seats will be open to all stu-
dent, the elections will, for the most dents in those colleges. Petition~ng for 
part, fo11ow the suspended Student those seats will begin Monday. 
Government election statutes. DiBona said p·reviously that two 
. Ho'Yever, appeals will be heard by seats, one in the College of Business 
the Student Affairs Review Board or a and the other in the College of Engi-
simllar ad hoc board, -and only in cases neering, will be· eliminated when a 
of election fraud and gross rules viola- senator in those colleges drops out. 
tions by a candidate. He also said Engineering seat 4 will 
. WALL OF TEARS 
The_ review board is made up of stu- ·he eliminated because it was open in ~ 
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL 1-LORIDA FUl UAE ,dents, faculty and staff members. the previous election . 
Di~ona's memorandum says Mark - Active campaigning for all seats will 
Dogoli, SG director of vice presidential begin at 6 p.m. Nov. 19. Cece Rodriguez, a freshman, signs the Wall of Tears, a memorial to those killed 
by drunk drivers. Rodriguez signed in memory of her first boyfriend. 
JSU keeps Palestinian 
. -
-group out of ~eeting 
JSU uneasy with -Palest~nian group attending 
J>y Tom Kopacz 
STAFF REPORTER 
GUPS members said JSU members 
told them the meeting was private and 
they could not come in. 
A Jewish Student Union/Hillel "I went inside nicely, trying to lis-
meeting to discuss the current Middle ten," GUPS President Bassit Jacob 
East crisis developed into a shouting said. He said UCF regulations prohibit 
match Thursday evening when mem- closed meetings. 
hers of a Palestinian student group "One of them said, 'It's a private 
were not allowed to sit in on the uiscus- meeting and you cannot come,"' he 
~~ ~~ 
A statement released Friday by JSU Jacob said he is half-Palestinian and 
President Ana Bugdadi said a_memo- half-JewishandwouldliketojoinJSU. 
rial service for Israelis killed in the "They told us we were not all~wed," 
recent Temple Mount incident had also said Arnjad Ibrahim, GUPS vice presi-
been planned. · dent. 
Members of JSU said they , were ''This shows us that you don't want 
uncomfortable having members of the to talk to us," said GUPS member 
General Union of Palestinian Students Momtaz Al-Barq. 
at a religious service. . "We have to sit down together for the 
Members of GUPS said they had good of the Je'fish people and the good 
come to the meeting intending to listen of the ;Palestinian people," Jacob said. 
to the Jewish students. Dr. Moshe Pelli, JSU advisor, said 
Remo Eyal of the JSU said the meet · GUPS should have notified Bugdadi 
ing was set up so the UCF Jewish and said tP,ey wanted to attend. 
community could "It's really won-
discuss the current derful that the two 
problems in . Israel "We have to sit down groups got together 
and how to deal together for the good of to communicate, but 
with them. you need some 
"We were also the Jewish people and preparation for this 
going to have a re- h d f h p I kind of communica-
ligious service -for t e goo 0 t e a estin- tion," Pelli said. 
the · three Israelis ian people." · "We should wait 
stabbed to death,"' and have a real dis-
J ay Kohn, JSU • Bassit Jacob cussion and have it 
member, said. GUPS President organized," Kohn 
Kohn said sev- ------------ said. 
eral members of the JSU met with the "On behalf of the members of the 
members of GUPS outside and had Jewish Student Union/Hillel, I would 
agreed to meet with them at a later like to cordially invite the · General 
date. Union of Palestinian Students to open 
"The mess started when they de- up educational discussions for both our 
cided they didn't want to meet later," memberships," Bugdadi said in her 
Kohn said. statement. 
The JSU meeting, originally sched- Jacob said one of the flyers announc-
uled for the Student Center, was even- ing the meeting was misleading. 
tually moved to the home of one of the 
members. see JSU page 3 
affairs, will be in charge of the new Area campus polls will be open from 
election council. 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Nov. 26-28. 
Council duties are as spelled out in Main campus polls will be open from 
the statutes· for the Election Comµ1is- 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Nov. 27 and 28. 
sion, with these exceptions: Runoff elections, ifnecessary, would 
• The council will not submit a list of be Dec. 3-5 on the same schedule . 
problems and proposed statute All election council members must 
changes to the new senate; attend a training workshop prior to the 
• The council will not send a copy of new election. ~ 
election statutes to student media; Election councilors' terms run only 
• The council will not obtain posters until the end of the new el~ction proc-
listing campaign expense limits, elec- ess, including appeals. 
tion dates, poll sites, dates when peti- "In the event an Election Council 
tioning begins and dates that candi- member violates any of these guide-
dates must declare for a seat. lines set for the new election, he/she 
Instead, all publicity duties will be may be dismissed by the Executive 
carried out by the SG Public Relations Branch [of SG]," DiBona wrote. 
office. There will be seven.councilors on the 
. The new election will only be open to · 
candidates who qualified for the previ- see SENATE page 3 







1he Classic Event is a Tent Sale 1bat is Going on~Right · 
Now On the lJCF Green by the Kiosk! 
App1e is offering the new 
Macintosh Cnmputers at a 
dknuntro introductory 
price. The systemi are on 
hand for immediate 
delivery, so huny over and 
pick yours up today. 
-· u 
R~, this is the last 





40MB Harri Drive 
1.44MB FDHD SuperDrive 
2 Serial Ports/lDesktop Port 
1 SCSI Interface· 
Classic Keyboard 
Apple Mouse 
System 6,0.7 Software 
HyperCard 
The Lowest PriCe Ever on New Macintosh CI>mputers 
I • , . 
Macin~ Classic ~ 
1 2mb RAM, 1 (1.44mb) I-DI-ID SuP2rDrive, 4<Xnb HardDrive, K~d · 
MaC.iotadl SF/30 
2 lmb RAM, 1 (l.44rnb) FDIID SU~Drive, 4Qnb Hard Drive, Keytx.rud 
3. 2mb RAM, 1 (l.11mb) FDHD SufX2rDrivc, ffXnb Hard Drive, Keytxnrd 
Madn~h&i 
, ' 
4 2mb RAM, 1 (l.44mb) FDIID SuperDrive, 4Cmb Hard Drive, 13'~ RGB Monitor, Keybau-d 




















6 -4mb RAM, 1 (1.4/imb) I~DI-10 Sup:!rDrive, ffinb Hard Drive, 13" RGB Monitor, Kcybalrd 
Macintosh lid 
$7897 $4781 • 
· 7. 4mb RAM, 1 (1.44mb) FDIID SuperDrive, ffinb Hard Drive, 13'' RGB Monitor,. Keybau-d 






·· :· ·•·.·· .. 
~Can ONLY;Be Made Byua Faculty, Staft:· 
or Students 1bat Are Currently Enrolled in 6 Credit 
,.. 
• 
The ua CDmputer Stare is lmlted in 
ilinfil1er Center 2, ( CX2), Room 105, · 
Next to the Theatre Buik:ling. 
Hours and Have a Valklated UCF ID. .··.· . 
For More Inforri1ation, Call Michael at 
823-5434 
Payment must be made by Cashiers Oieck, Money /[:i: ~ 
Order,~ orVisa. ......... 
Make Oiecks Payable To: UQf' Computer Store :/:::_ 





















at 9 universities 
by J.C. Smith 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A new state law further 
restricts smoking in offices at 
UCF. 
The law,- which went into 
effect Oct. 1, affects all state 
universities. 
Hugh Ivie, director of Envi-
ronmental H~alth and Safety 
at UCF, said the law is more 
specific than the one it re-
places. The law has these pro-
visions: 
• It bans smoking· in open 
work spaces unless all. people 
will be permitted. 
Ivie is responsible for the 
overall implementation of the 
policy. 
Originally, state Rep. David 
Flagg, of Gainesville, proposed 
a bill that would ban smoking 
on university campuses. 
"Even though the law leans 
toward non-smokers, smokers 
still have rights,"· Ivie said: 
Ivie said most calls he re-
ceives from faculty and staff 
concern clarifications and 
questions about the policy. 
He said he has only received 
three complaints, all from non-




~~~~~~~~~~· One of the 
"Even though the law 
leans toward non-
smokers, smokers 
still have rights." 
complaints 





with a health 
problem 
made worse 
by ,smoke can 




- Hugh Ivie 
director, Environmental 







must be verified by a doctor; 
. • Smoking and non-smok-
ing areas must be clearly 
marked; ..... 
• The new policy must be 
displayed in campus build-
ings. 
Ivie said perm~ent signs 
are being installed across the 
campus. 
UCFhas 23 designated non-
smoking facilities. They in-
clude Howard Phillips Hall, 
the Health and Physics Build-
ing and the Library. Both the 
Art Complex and the Field-
house will be designated as 
non-smoking facilities when 
completed. . 
Smoking is not permitted in 
classrooms, laboratories, rest 
rooms, storage areas and lec-
ture halls. 
·Building managers, in con-
sultation with department 
heads, will determihe in 
which areas public smoking 
· there is not a non-smoking 
area in the employee lounge . 
To solve the problem, the 
current lounge will become a 
non-smoking area. 
''We will utilize an existing 
room and designate it as a 
smoking lounge," Shahnami 
said. 
Ivie serves as an arbitrator 
for disputes. He ·said he hasn't 
~had a problem yet that couldn't 
be solved. 
"Reasonable people should 
be able to sit down and come up 
with reasonable solutions," he 
said. 
Problems that cannot be 
solved through a building 
manager or Ivie go to UCF 
President Steven Altman. 
Health and Rehabilitative 
Services can fine the univer-
sity if it does not follow the law 
and will handle complaints 
that cannot be solved within· 
the university. 
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ONE, TWO, THREE .... 
Dan Handley and Mike Brunetti of Kappa Sigma fraternity make an abused child smile. Kappa 
Sigma brought abu.sed children that HRS took from their homes to UCF for a day of fun. 
GPA may be factor in financial aid 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Students. will have to get good grades to 
qualify for federal financial aid in the near 
future,ifthe U.S. DepartmentofEducationgets 
its way. · 
In a speech to college presidents at the end of 
September, however, Education Secretary 
Lauro Cavazos said his department, which 
oversees most federal college programs, would 
ask Congress to tie aid to grades as well. 
"While financial aid programs are intended· 
primarily to equalize access by reducing finan-
cial barriers, we also believe there is room for · 
financial aid as·a rewardfot high achievement," 
he said. 
Cavazos added he would suggest making the 
JSU 
change as part of his proposals for the all-
inwortant Higher Education Reauthorization 
Act ofl 991, which Congress will write next year 
to set education policies through 1996. 
"Our-proposals are aimed at enhancing the 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness of student fi-
nancial aid programs~ an.cl at targeting the 
needy and simplifying program delivery," the 
secretary said. 
He would not elaborate about how he would 
measure "academic1achievement." 
Campus officals, h owever, see plenty wrong 
with the idea. "lthink i twould be very unfair for 
those in academically competitive schools," 
said Peter Bryant, vice president for enrollment 
at Cornell College in Iowa. "There would be 
immediate and unfair pressure on faculty to 
give good grades." 
Arafat embracing. 
FROM PAGE 1 Under the photo is the caption, "As the 
, world displays revulsion, outrage and dismay 
Kohn said he thought the meeting and flyers at Iraqi aggression, Yasser Arafat rushes to 
may have been enticing. Baghdad [Iraq] to embrace Saddam Hussein." 
A flyer announcing the meeting headlined The photo is credited to Aug. 6 Iraqi televi-
"Birds of a Feather ... " featured a picture of sion. On each side of the photo are quotes from 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein and Pales- each leader. All the quotes predate Iraq's Aug. 
tine Liberation Organization leader Yasser- 2 invasion of Kuwait. 
News c Ii psrnHH1rnmtniam;nmii@G1m11®#%1am11rnw@n1w@wi@m\ffiamw@1kt%@lrn1w@rnmmrnmH@nnw1H1tttt1ttwJ'®ttmnw1Wttttmw@10@w1a 
•INTER~ PROGRAM senior initiate. after Oct. 25 while .limited Costume Contest at the. Alta- p.m. each night through Oct. 
The Florida House ofRepre- Ann Marie Gilio from quantities last. monte Mall beginning at 7 31. Admission is $3 and re-
serttatives Legislative . Staff Jensen Beach was the junior Specifically published for p.m. in the mall's Center ·freshmen ts will be available. 
Internship Program will recipient . . She holds a 4.0 in engineering, computer sci- Court. 
choose about 40 interns from biology. Robert Brown from ence, math and other high tech 
an applicant pool of200-300 to Titusville was the senior re- majors, the supplement covers 
aid in bill-drafting, staff analy- ciplent and has a 3.4 GPA in a range of subjects from job 
sis, .legislative tracking, engineering. hunting to career manage-
speech writing and end-of-ses- Golden Key is a national ment. 
sion committee reports. academic honors organization 
The deadline to apply is dedicated to excellence. It is a •TRICK OR TREAT ... 
Dec. 1. For application forms non-profit organization with The Student Center, the 
and additional information, 161 chapters at major univer- Campus Activities Board and 
contaet your department chair sities. Student Government will be 
or Sissy Kaempfer, program Golden Key's purpose is to sponsoring a Trick-or-Treat 
assistant, Florida House of recognize and encourage aca- Party in the Student Center 
Representatives, Legislative demic :3-chieve?1ent, to provide and SG offices from 6 p.m. to 7 
Intern Program, 31 7-A The finan~ial assistance to out- p.m. Oct. 31. A Halloween 
Capitol, ·Tallahassee, FL standmg~embers by means of - Party from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. will 
32399-1300, or call (904) 487- scholars!llps ~d to promote follow the Trick-or-Treating in 
· 2:190. schol~s~1c achievement and the SAC. Th~ party is open to 
altruistic co~du~t through vol- the UCF community, includ-
• HONOR SOCIETY 
Golden Key National Honor 
Society held its annual mem-
bership induction Oct. 9 in the 
University Dining Room. Aca-
demically superior UCF jun-
iors and seniors in all fields of 
study were initiated. 
Each new member was rec-
ognized at the reception with a 
certificate of .membership. 
Scholarships were awarded to 
the outstanding junior and 
untary service. ing children. 
• FREE CAREER GUIDE 
The Career Planning and 
Placement office has made 
available to students at no cost 
copies of the Wall Street 
Journal's college edition of 
Managing Your Career, con-
taining for the first time a 
High Tech Supplement. 
Students can obtain their 
copies at the placement office 
Off campus, area malls are 
inviting children to trick-or-
treat. The Florida Mall and the 
Altamonte Mall want kids to 
enjoy a fun and safe Halloween 
at each mall from 6 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m. Oct. 31. 
·Mall merchants will give 
away ·"Candy and Halloween 
goodies -to all children taking 
part. Also, costumed kids can 
be judged in the Halloween 
•HAUNTED HAYRIDE 
Devonwood Stables, on 
Rouse Road, is featuring Hal-
loween hay rides. They are 
running from 7:30 p.m. to 
midnight every night until 
Oct. 31. Participants will see 
the Cemetery of the Living 
Dead, The Haunted Forest, 
Jason, Freddy Kruger arid 
other scary creatures. 
Proceeds benefit the Ronald 
McDonald Children's Chari-
ties. 
• HAUNTED CHAMBERS 
Delta Sigma Pi, the profes-
sional business fraternity on 
campus, and the East Orange 
Chamber of Commerce are 
holding the fi.rst "Haunted 
Chambers." It will be behind 
the Chamger of Commerce of-
fice, east of Dean Road on 
State Road 50. Participants 
should prepare themselves for 
eerie events and spirited at-
tendants. ' 
The "Haunted Chamber" -
will be open beginning at 7 
• DIABETES OUTREACH 
"Mutual Self-Help" is the 
focus of the next "Diabetes 
Outreach" meeting at 7 :30 
p.m. Nov.1 in Room 239 of the 
Florida Medical Plaza, 2501 N. 
Orange Ave., Orlando. 
Diabetes Outreach is a sup-
port group sponsored by Flor-
ida Ho·spital in cooperation 
with the Central Florida Dia-
betes Foundation. 
For more information, call 
Beth Kraas at 897-1822 or 
898-8335. 
•CAN iT 
The Newman Club has or-
ganized Just Can It For Food 
Hunger, a canned food drivel 
volleyball tournament to be 
held at 9 a.m. Nov. 3 on the 
Green. _ 
A1so involved in the project 
are: Alpha Phi Omega, Delta 
Delta Delta, Delta Sigma 
Theta and Phi Delta Theta . 
The food drive benefits the 
South Semoran Sharing Cen-
ter, Christian Service Center 
and Catholic Services. ____________________________ llllllllli ___ ... _______ , , 
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2 charged with having beer 
9 traffic signs stolen ·from campus; damage about $460 
u~mums DAY 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! 
f ou-24, 1 'tt5 
~l 
1+,1qio 
fJichael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Knut Djonne (left) and Su-Joun Yoon set up a table near the 
bookstore to celebrate the United Nation's 45th anniversary. 
by Mary Watkins 
STAFF REPORTER 
UCF police filed charges 
with the State Attorney's Of-
fice on Oct.18 against two UCF. 
freshmen charged with illegal 
possession of alcohol. Police 
are also searching for the per-
son who stole nine campus 
traffic signs. 
Police issued freshman 
Brian C. Wilson, 18, of Orange 
Hall, a notice to appear in 
court for being underage and 
in possession of alcohol on 
Greek Park Drive. 
'1\9s es are recf 
o/io{ets are 6{ue 
Sugar is sweet 
Jl.nc{ so are you ... 
Don't rely on 
nursery rhymes to 
tell her how 
special she is to 
you. 
Show her by placing 
.---------------------~ 1 1 apersoI'.alin 
I c O n f e t t i I [The Future Classifieds~ 
LI Read it every Thursday in The Central Florida Future _.
1 . --------------------
Sgt. Troy Williamson re-
ported that Wilson was hold-
ing a beer while standing on 
the driveway of the Pi Kappa 
Alpha Fraternity house. 
Later that evening on Greek 
Park Drive, Officer Hugh Car-
penter reported that he saw 
freshmanMatthewD. Wester-
man, 18, 11850 University 
Blvd., drink beer outside the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Frater-
nity house. 
Westerman told police he 
was holding the cup of beer for 
a friend. Westerman also was 
issued a notice to appear in 
court. 
On another part of campus, 
someone stole traffic signs. 
Officer Carmen Ray re-
ported that nine traffic signs 
were stolen from North Gem-
ini Boulevard and from the 
temporary parking lot inside 
Pegasus Circle. 
Police estimated the stolen 
property to be worth about 
$460. Ray said the thief must 
have used a tool to remove the 
signs because the bolts are im-
possible to remove by hand. 
Ray said the thief took the 
signs but left the posts. 
'I 1991BSN ~· STIJDENI'S. 
4~:ter the Air Force 
·• immediately after gradua-
tion - without waiting for the 
. results of your State Boards. You · 
can earn great benefits as an Air 
Force nurse officer. And if selected 
during your senior year, you may 
qualify for a five-month internship 
at a major Air Force medical facili-
ty. To apply, you'll need an overall 
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the 
Air Force. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
1-800-423-USAF 
·CALLING ALL G·H.O:S,T'S, -G·O'ft,L,, J·N·s:, AND 
..... . .. ... . .. . .... .. .. ' ..... ... .. .......... .... . . . ... · ' •' 
NINJA TURTLES!! 
HALLOWEEN PARTY 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31st 
6 prn - 7 pm 
7 pm - 8 pm 
Costurr:ies and UCF Parents Required! 
m .............. ·.·~ .... ·.···············--······· CAB I I I I I I ... I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1111 1111 ··-·······•••1111111 II .-...y...iocr.a- · CAMPUS ActlVITIES BOARD 
TRICK-OR-TREATING 
Student Center and 
Student Government Offices 
HALLOWEEN PARTY 
(with movies and refreshments!!) 
\Vild Pizza (Student Activities Center) 





























We are on a mission unprecedented 
in medical history . 
We are bringing 19 teams of 
scientists from around the world 
together-fa one place, for one purpose. 
To find a pennanent cure for diabetes. 
For all of mankind. 
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Candidate may withdraw 
by Tom Kopacz 
STAFF REPORTER 
Former student senate candidate Don Tay-
lor has applieCl for a medical withdrawal for the 
fall term. 
"I met all the qualifications during the quali-
fying period for the first election," Taylor said 
Sunday. 
Taylor, 42, has brain stem damage caused by · 
an auto accident in a UCF parking lot during 
--------------------'-----t the second week of school . 
And for your family too . 
Together, we can outlive diabetes. 
Join us on our mission. 
According to rules put together by Student 
Government for the new election, only students 
who qualified for the first election are eligible, 
except for the two seats being added. 
Taylor said if elected, he plans to ask the 
senate's Elections and Appointments Commit-
tee "to waive SG's six-credit-hour requirement 
forthe fall. r CARING FRIENDS 
PREGNANCY COUNSELING 
1771 N. Semoran Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32807 
(Licensed by the State of Florida) 
Free Pregnancy Tests, 
Counseling, 
Adoption, if desired. 
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL 
Donna Littlefield, R.N. (407) 658".'1818 
That damage irritated Taylor's multiple 
sclerosis and has forced him to use a wheelchair 
at times. 
Taylor said Sunday that he has not hear.d 
anything from the Office of Undergraduate 
Affairs know whether it will be accepted. 
He said he applied for the medical with-
drawal just after the old election. 
"It's a legitimate thing," he said: "It's not like 
it's migraine headaches or something." 
He said he does plan to enroll in classes this 
''There are all kinds of precedents for getting 
a waiver," he said. 
He noted that former student body President 
Fred Schmidt got a much-publicized waiver 
from the committee last fall. Schmidt only took 
three hours. 
New senate elections are scheduled for Nov. 
26-28. 
Taylor said he is going to Miami for medical 
tests this week. ~1 spring, but will not decide whether he is going 
------------------- ----i to run in the new senate election until he sees 
the rules for the election . 
He plans to undergo fou~ days of 
chemotherapy in December. 
~_;)_A_ Across from UCF ""'":-'r v Next to 
.(¥ 'ne-A1m Th~~t~rs _,...· ~\ 
Jt 82-'IJ2(_.9Uj1{ 
823-7246 
Comics • (james •Paint .r.Ba[[ (ju.ns 
SENATE 
FROM PAGE 1 
=~----t main campus, one for each 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD-R 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00· 10:00 








STATE OF GRACE-R •• 
. 1 :55-4:45-7:20-10:00 
TEXASVIUE-R 2:15-5:00·7:30-10:00 




GRAVE YARD SHIFT-R* 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:0010:00 






QUIGLEY DOWN UNDER-PG-13 
2:15-5:00-7:30-10:00 
GOODFELLAS-R 
2 :30-6 :30-9:30 
- SIBLING RIVALRY-PG 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
•INDICATES PASSES AND SUPER 
TUESDAY SUSPENDED. 
SUPER TUESDAY IS BACK! $3 00 
ALL SEATS - ALL SHOWS • 
area campus. 
Dr. Lee Tubbs, vice presi-
dent for Student Affairs, or-
dered the elections and sus-
pended the statutes Oct. 18 
after three appeals of the origi-
nal senate elections uncovered 
several statute violations by 
members of SG . 
Tubbs ordered the elections 
after the interim SG Judicial 
Council threw out the old elec-
tions because of the violations 
Oct.15. 
It 0-rdered a full reappor-
tionment and new elections 
Nov. 13-15. Tubbs overruled 
that decision. 













New Elections open only to those candidates who qualified 
· for the Fall 1990 Senate Elections. 
All Main Campus Election times will be from 10:00 am - 7:00 pm 
All Area Campus Electio~ times wil~ be from 4:00 pm - 9:00 pm 
OPEN SEATS 
Petitions for 1 open Seat in Liberal Studies & 1 Seat in Health & 
Professional Studies will be available in the Student Government Senate 
Secretary's Office at 9:00 am on November 5th. 
m _,, __ _ For more information call Student Government at UCF-2191 or stop by Student Center 155. 
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Internship program encourages involvement 
by Chris Marlin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
or summer). sion committee reports. 
Members from an interp.ship program met with 
eight UCF department heads and faculty members to 
promote UCF student involvement in their program. 
UCF is among the first stops on a promotional tour 
that will highlight many Florida institutions. 
''We're trying to get more UCF students involved," 
Kaempfer said. 
"Our students aren't standing by the copy machine 
or getting coffee," Kaempfer said. 
A stipend of$10,800 per year and up to 36 hours of 
university class fees are paid to the interns. In addi-
tion, 20-25 percent of the inte~s are offered legisla-
tive positions at the conclusion of their term. The Florida House of Representatives Legislative 
Staff Internship Program will choose about 40 in-
terns from an applicant pool of 200-300. 
Interns must be graduating seniors or graduate 
st~dents enrolled in any Florida college or university. 
During the program, students must either be en-
rolled at a state university as a special or graduate 
student for at least two of the three terms (fall, spring 
"Our office is seeking students with good writing 
skills, interpersonal communication skills and 
people who are bright, flexible · and energetic," she 
said. "Most importantly, the interns need to be team 
players, dependable and reliable." 
Interns will be required to work at least 20 hours 
a week, possibly more during session. 
Sissy Kaempfer, program assistant, along with 
the deputy director of the House Appropriations. 
Committee and Rep. Alzo Reddick, met with UCF~ 
David Mann, who was assigned the task by Univer-
sity Relations, organized the meeting. 
Students are responsible for their own housing. 
Interns are awarded 12-month terms that begin in 
August. They will aid in bill-drafting, staff aaalysis, 
legislative tracking, speech writing and end-of-ses-
'Crime wave' floods Arilerica'S college campuses this f811 
by B. J. Hoeptner 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
A student is found 
strangled in his dorm room at 
Lock Haven University in 
Pennsylvania. 
, Student editors return to 
·their office at Bridgewater 
State College in Massachu-
setts one day in September to 
find $23,000 in computer 
equipment stolen. 
At about the same time, 
police auest four Delaware. 
State College students, charg-
ing them with the gang rape of 
a nearby resident. 
A student at State Univer-
sity of New York at Buffalo. is 
found raped and strangled on 
Sept. 30. 
Such scenes, observers say, 
have unfolded at an unusually 
high number and broad range 
of campuses this fall as some-
thing of a crime wave seems to 
be washing over American 
higher education. 
"College campuses are just 
-seething with crime," said Dr. 
Alan Lizotte, associate dean of 
criminology at SUNY Albany. 
"They're horrible places." 
"A lot of students are 
scared," added Rob Tumney, 
an Ohio State University sen-
ior who heads the school's. 
· Crime Watch Escort Service. 
''They don't go out alone." . , 
The · fear .has turned into 
wild rumors at some cam-
puses. Administrators at Iowa 
State University spent the 
first week of October trying to 
convince students that there 
was npt a serial rapist on 
campus. 
But the crime threats are 
real. 
While campus crime statis-
tics are notoriousy unreliable, 
Purdue, Yale and Loyola (New 
Orleans) universities as well 
as the universities of Colorado 
at Boulder and. California at 
San ta Barbara all report an 
incre~se in crime during the 
past year. 
Much of the nationwide 
student skittishness, of . 
course, stems from the brutal 
late August murders of one 
Santa Fe Community College 
student and four University of 
Florida students. 
While police still search for 
clues and someone to charge 
with the slayings·, the tragedy 
made the subject of campus 
crime more visible than ever. 
Recent stories on the Oprah 
Winfrey Show, Good Morning 
America, ABC News and in 
.·USA Today have fanned the 
flames. 
In truth, campus crime was 
getting so prevalent in 1988 




AIR FORCE ROTC. 
I 
No matter: what area 
you've chosen for your college -
major, you can enhance your com-
petitive strengths now. Join Air Force 
career success. 
Call 
DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES 
407-Z75-2264 
--- -------- ------- -----~ --~ ·-- -.. ------·,Al:::-... ..-.=: : > 
~....?;~_~ F" 
Leadership Excellence Starts Here 
' . 
'· . EsoD Wiiey/CPS 
A member of Ohio State University's student crime watch program e.scorts students across cam-
pu~_.. "A lot.of students are scared," he said. · · 
grew up at Michigan State 
University, the University of 
Illinois, Brown, Marquette, 
Millersville State, · Duke, 
Mankato State, Yale and 
Northwest Missouri State uni-
versities. 
Pleas for better protection 
from criminals were central 
parts of protests at Tenn.essee 
State University, Morgan 
State University, Paine Col-
lege in Georgia and the Uni- · 
versity of ~outh Carolina dur-
ing the 1989-90 school year. 
"It's hard to know whether 
[the amo~t ofJ crime is going 
up or whether the appearance 
of crime is going up," said 
Lizotte. 
At the back doo 
Wednesday Nites 
Students may have · been 
living in the midst of such 
dangers for years. The differ- -
ence is now they know about it. 
Lizotte noted it has become 
more acceptable for campus 
newspapers to report crimes, 
~specially "sensitive" crimes 
such as rape, creating an illu-
sion 'of an increase. 
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~olice arrest st.udent on trespassing · charge 
by J.C. Smith 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Turner was standing on the grass 
median of Bennett Road in front of the 
warning. Turner said he did not believe 
he was trespassing and refused to 
move. He was arrested and charged 
tions, U.N. discussions and economic 
sanctions. 
NTC entrance. · . The other students remained on the 
street comers. Turner was the only one 
arrested. 
Orlando Police arrested a UCF stu- A few minutes later, Turner said, with trespassing. ' 
dent Oct. 21 on a charge of trespassing the officer returned on foot and again 
while he was protesting in front of the told Turner he was trespassing. 
Orlando Naval Training Center. Turner disagreed, claiming he was 
Turner was taken to the 33rd Street 
Jail. Police released him on his own 
recognizance after eight hours. 
Representatives from the Navy de-
clined to comment on the incident. 
Lance Turner, 26, and seven other on a public right of way. The officer left 
students were protesting the U.S. rnili- and returned with two more officers. 
His arraignment hearing is 8 a.m. 
Nov. 20. He said he will plead innocent. 
Turner and the other students are 
part of an organization they call Stu-
dents Against Military Intervention. 
The protest on Oct. 21 was their sixth 
in front of the NTC. 
tary presence-in the Persian Gulf. Four . When Officer Hedges of the Orlando 
of the other students attend UCF. , Police Department arrived, he was met 
"I was not trespassing," Turner said .. 
Turner said theywereprotestingfor by the Navy policemen, Turner said. 
an hour at the intersection of Bennett Turner said the officer told him it was 
Road and .Maguire Boulevard before a all right to continue his protest. 
"The trespassing arrest was an excuse 
simply to keep me from protesting." 
The protesters believe President 
George Bush should withdraw U.S. 
troops from Saudi Arabia. They advo-
cate peaceful solutions such as negotia-
Turner, a liberal studies major, is 
president of the UCF chapter of Am-
nesty International and works for the 
Florida Coalition for Peace and Justice. 
Navy security officer in a car told Moments later, Officer Hedges 
Turner he was trespassing. handed Turner a written trespass 
GILLETTE- · 
FROM PAGE 1 
tion against one company in 
the history of this movement," 
said Todd Harrison, a member 
ing]." 
----------- · of Campu~ Action for Animals 
Nine other organizations and one of the organizers of 
across the country-including last week's collection. 
the New England Anti-Vivi- The group also is collecting 
. Similar organized protests 
ended animal testing .methods 
at Avon, Revlon and Bennet-
ton. Three hundred companies 
"use sophisticated, non-ani-
mal tests" for their products, 
are computer data bases, 
where the computer will det~r­
mine the effect based on cur-
rent information; human P.la-
centa testing; and tests done 
on corneas from slaughter-
house animals or cadavers. 
1 
-section Society-are joining petition· signatures to pres-
the People for the Ethical sure Gillette. 
. the petition said. 
There are alternatives to 
animal tests, Harrison said. 
Estee-Lauder uses hunian 
skin-patch tests, paying 
people to allow them to test 
products on them. 
Treatment of Animals · and Gillette has refused to com-
Campus Action for Animals in ment on allegations that their 
. a boycott. of Gillette, one of the testing methods are unethical 
few remaining companies in toward animals. 
Although the Food. and 
Drug Administration estab-
lished that new products must 
be tested, they do not specifi-
.cally require animal tests. 
The Beautiful Choice'" 
the United States that use A student who signed the 
animals to test their products. petition said, "We shouldn't al-
Gillette's practices were 
first documented in 1.985, 
when an employee released 
photographs of the testing 
being done by the company. "It is the largest demonstra- low that kind of stuff [test- Among options for testing 
W PEN ••. 
SHAMROCK BEVERAGE 
UNIVERSI1Y SHOPPES 
NEXT TO UCF CREDIT UNION 
WEEKLY SRECIAL 
STORE HOURS 
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SUNDAY lPM - 8 PM ' -
PHONE 823-9370. 
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I Calculator Calculator I 
_ I The popular HP 285 - the 1
1 I HP's quantum leap perfect choice for students I 
I into the 21st century. taking college algebra and calculus. I 
I Move 10 years ahead of the I 




I Come try it t~day. 
I 
I HP calculators -the best for your success 
I 
Come try it today. 
• This ofler is good on purchases made 
between AuguRI 15, 1990 and 
October 15, 1990. Ask for HP's 
"Limited lime only" coupon . 
I We also stock all other Hewlett Packard calculators, 
I supplies & accessories as well as Hewlen Packard 
~ I laser toner cartridges. 
F,+:9 HEWLETT 
~~PACKARD 
_I INTERNATIONAL I ~ Calculator & Computer ~<t>'-
1 .i.:11 2916 Corrine Drive 'bC)'t>$:S 
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BEFOR.E .YOU CAN FOLLOW 
YOUR DREAMS, ~Y.OU'VE GOT 
TO FOL_LOW THE RULES. 
Men who.don't register with Selec;tive Service aren't eligible for federal stu-
dent aid or federal employment. Register at the post office within a month of 
your 18th birthday. It takes five minutes to fill out a simple card. 
Register with Selective Service. It's Quiel<. It's Easy. And It's the Law. 
-· 
. HJ~ .. HOUR 
. · : ~ Till. 7 P.M. 
-~~~]t 
The hottest In UNGEIUE shows from 7pm-9pm. 
. Followed by yc)ur favorite NFL teams on our 1 O' screen. 
Play BEAT 'THE cLocK starting at 8pm with SO'C Bud dra,. 
and $1.25 Bud ~eeks. Prices raise 25t every hour until 
. midnight · . · .. : .. · · 
· ~~.~· / :~<z,. . • soe Hot Doss.All N11iat~ 
.):ii:' ' .-~-~~) .. . " . . .. 
TillS~"(:;:.~:·~ ~~ COllege Night- FREE Admission and SOC Dra~ 
·· ~ \~~·,,~:' '.~ Qpm·12Mt with your student ID. Top«> d8nce music . 
. ~;/lN' · · " -~.t. ~r teama togethor l\)f . . . , · 
·; . .. :.~10• Blind draw C:!art and Pool toumamenie;• . · .. 
· ~),~;·;~. ;;;,· dafe . .'enter our Wet T·Shlrt cMtest; '· .. . M·SJnsfhns ~.~ .. 
: · -;::: ~,. :i..:-·, •. $50 PRIZE • · . ac lne 
· :\::~'.:; ·j:~:'.·}f,1'.::': . . . . WIN LOTS Of Pll~ etti atepm, 
WEDNESDAY...:.._ PHILLY JOE'S PRESENTS 18·20 $3.00 cover; 21 and up $5.00 cover 
PARADOX FREE beer from 9pm·12am. 
THURSDAY 
~- r.,,.. • • 
FRIDAY 
: ~" . . 
:~y?: . :. 
. . sATuRDAY 
~ 
~ 
PARTY TIL DAWN with High-Energy HOuae Mualc 
Ladles Night ALL·U-CAN·DRINK 
LIVE Classic Rock' n Roll 
Best lep/Hlnl Skirt Contest ·sso PRIZE. 
Party with LIVE Rock' n Roll bands 





NCAA Footbal - wear your favorite college shirt-
get soc Hot Dop and Sl.00 Plt.chers. . 
UCF Pregame 2 for 1 draft from 1pm to 7pm. 
LIVE Claaalc Rock 'n Roll at night 
with $1.50cocktalls/$1.50Bud19"gnecka· 
; 
~NDAY . NFL FC;)OTBAU. from 1 pm tli the final whistle blows, 
:. f ~;ro;;~ Speclala all day &all nlghL ft:::t. l 
:~,;;;~. " . HOUSE MUSIC TIL 3: OOarn 
:}~\ .. :.~~:-.·,~!-~Q COVER 
Equal opportunity employment is a fine thing. 
Equal opportunity applying to anything is a fine 
thing, but'the fact is that it can get out of hand. 
With the reactionistic '60s and the liberated '70s, a 
trend toward equality for all has grown. A trend like 
this is great thing, but with the deficit problem and 
growing differences between the upper and lower 
classes, is this public empathy really .enough? 
Public housing in the United States is also a fine 
institution, but it has reached a point where the 
equality includes those that one would question their 
need or society's responsibility to them. · 
Public housing was originally designed_ for the 
elderly and the short-time poverty-stricken. The 
housing was also developed in a time when the 
budget was not going into billions of dollars of deficit, 
yearly . . 
What has come out this housing js slum-like con-
ditions forthe elderly, poverty-stricken, drug addicts 
and those who don't want to work any harder. 
Granted, many of the people who utilize the hous-
ing are in need, but the public needs to ask itself: Why 
are the people in need ofhousing and how can we stop 
this trend toward the shrinking middle class? 
First of all, many of the recipients are elderly and 
can no longer wo~k. With the growing mobility of 
families as well as the emphasis on a purely nuclear 
family and the fact that people are living to be older 
is creating a large non-working elderly class. 
These people deserve our help, but1what other 
programs must be cut to subsidize housing? 
Secondly, with a recessio~ beginning, more fami-
lies will be in need ofhousing. Nothing is going to stop 
the recession, and nothing is going to miraculously 
save people from being unemployed. The best thing 
the· government can do is buckle up and get prepared 
for a rough ride. 
This leaves the final group of recipients, the drug . 
. addicts and those who can't or don't wish to work. 
This is growing group that has recently been allowed 
access to the public housing through equal opportu-
nity housing for all. 
These people have created a fear in the elderly, 
because they have a tendency not to respect others 
and decrease the value of the housing by introducing 
unstable elements. 
To abate the shrinkage would require government 
offiCials to tax their own class, and this probably 
won't happen. A.greater tax all around would supply 
the needed capital to create better housing. 
But focusing only on housing does n()t solve the 
other issues involved with the lowest strata of our 
society such as education. · 
A new focus by the rest of society on helping the 
growing elderly and putting an end to the· drug 
addicts_ receiving housing is needed. To those who 
have never been in an 'impossible situation, where 
asking· the state for help is the only possibility, it is 
hard· to imagine, but we aeed to begin. 
centra1F1oric1aFbture 
018llO n. Conni Florida fu\119 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, F1ori.da 32816 . 
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Israel created with U.N. support 
In 1948, the passage of the United Nations' charter 
for the partition of British-occupied Palestine into· 
two distinct entities (Israel and Palestine), the na-
tions of the Arab world declared war upon the new 
Jewish state. The scheme was to annihilate every 
Jew and to redistribute the seized land to the Pales-
tinians. All the Palestinians had to do in return was 
to aid in this process by temporarily abandoning their 
land to take up arms against the Jew. 
The Palestinians decided to opt for such a plan but, 
in the end, the Israelis prevailed over their Arab 
aggressors. Over the cour'se of these conflicts, the 
State.oflsrael successfully acquired land from Syria, 
Jordan (the West Bank), and from Egypt (the Gaza 
Strip). 
Throughout the years, Yasir Arafat's Palestiniari 
Liberation Organization (PLO), which include a 
majority of all Palestinian Arabs have taken respon-
sibility for many brutal actions which have led to the 
demise of many individuals. 
A recent example of their actions is the murder of 
an Israeli physician in the ·Gaza Strip when he made 
a wrong turn in his car into a Palestinian camp. These 
"victimized" individuals stoned the car and then 
proceeded to incinerate the car. 
Well, over a year ago, Yasir Arafat formally ac-
knowledged the existence of Israel and the right of 
the Israeli people to inhabit the land. But has he? 
Despite his public acceptance, the Palestinian Na'" 
tional- Covenant refuses to acknowledge the exis-
tence of a-Jewish national identity. Articles 19 ana 22 
of the covenant claims that "their homeland is 
Israel's territory. The partitioning of Palestine will 
destroy the Zionist and imperialist presence." Unfor~ 
tunately, for Israel, most of the world community is 
lllllltllftl 
witless enough to believe the PLO .. The most recent 
example of this is the United Nations condemnation 
of the deaths of 21 Palestinians by the Isreal Defense 
Forces. 
. Such a display has an effect upon any Jew due to 
the great sacrifices made to reclaim it following a 
separation from it which spanned generation. By 
encroachingupon that site, the Palestinians simulta-
neously violated the sanctity of the Wall as well as the 
security of every Jew. They, therefore, had to suffer 
the consequences of their act of aggression. 
Certainly, if a number of Arabs were to have 
stoned those praying at the Church of the Holy 
Sepulchre with the identical outcome occurring, then 
the world community wouldn't have been so prompt 
in denQuncing such an action. 
The State oflsrael has a policy of not negotiating_ 
with terrorists, and therefore, it is not the responsi-
bility of the Israeli government of conceding to Arab 
deJP,ands, but one whiCh falls. upon the shoulders of 
the Pal~stinians to prove that they are capable of 
peaceful coexistence. They have proven unable to do 
so. Until then, Israel cannot be expected to capitulate 
under global pressure to a people who condone the 
actions and adhere to the instructions of terrorists 
and madmen such as Saddam Hussein and Yasir 
Arafat. 
-Derek B. Brett is a sophomore studing pre-law. 
• JUST COMMUNICATION 
Editor: 
This letter is in response to Tho-
~as E. Bostap~s- Oct. 16 letter 
"Please Don't Whine." This letter 
represented an especially biased 
view supporting the Orange 
County Sheriff's Office. 
.our way of life, it's the law itself 
and the ideals that the laws en-
tails. 
·the United Nations repeatedly by 
exploiting the veto power of the 
tJ nited States." The United States 
and the United Nations are seper-
ate entities and one country's ac-
tions is not linked respectively to 
the other. 
The problem lies in the fact that 
OSCO has no desire to communi-
cate with anything, but obsenities · 
and nightsticks. Officers I have 
spoken with have stated thing~ 
such as, "Oh yeah, I live for fighting 
with these college f***s!" 
The main point of this letter is to 
bring about the realization that 
with a little communication and 
understanding most of thes~ re-
cent area problems could b.ave 
been resolved. I am a firm believer 
that the Constitution along with 
the Bill of Rights were developed 
for a reason and it wasn't to stop 
people from getting together. Oh 
yeah, Mr. Bostaph, it isn't law en-
forcement agencies that protect 
Kevin T. Kyle 
mechanical engineering 
• TIME FOR REALITY 
Editor: 
In regards to a Say an Elahi' s 
Oct. 16 "Campus Commentary" 
concerning the plight of Palestini-
ans in Israeli and Israeli con-
trolled lands I must question-its 
validity. 
-First of all there are references 
to demonstrations in occupied . 
East Jerusalem. Jerusalem has 
been a united city and capital of 
Israel since 1967. The West Bank 
and Gaza are territories captured 
by Israel in self defense. The 
status of these territories is to be 
negotiated peacefully as stated in 
Camp David peace accords be-
tween Israel and Egypt. 
In the questioned editorial it is 
inferred that "Israel has abused 
Finally, the editorial accuses 
Israel of the sub-human treat-
ment of Palestinians, sighting the 
.failure of the government to dis-
tribute gas masks to them. What 
about thel .5 million Palestinians 
who are full citizens oflsrael, who 
pay taxes and received their 
masks with the rest.of the coun-
try? The Palestinians of the occu-
pied territories do not pay taxes 
and may purchase the masks at a 
reduced price of $20 each. Ironi-
cally it is these same Palestinians 
now making a "Humanistic" issue 
about the masks, that so recently 
demonstrated their strong sup-
port of Saddam Hussein. 
Jay Kohn 
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by Charles Rudd 
~ Will the real Bob Martinez . please _ stand Up 
Perceptions. They are the mainstay of love and 
politics. As is the case with both, oftentimes the per-
ceptions that we have do not match up to reality. 
Beauty and rhetoric only go skin deep, and are quick 
to be forgotten when matters of the heart or of budget 
~ come to the fore. 
However, being as I am an opinion colilmnistin the 
field of politics·, I will limit myself to this field. For it 
is in this field of endeavors that perceptions have 
effects upon the many, the people who elect the 
politicians. 
A case in point is our honorable and revered 
i Governor Bob Martinez. All perceptions suggest that 
he is what Florida needs. 
Martinez has the Hispanic-Americ~ anc~stry 
that is certain to reflect that which is and will be in 
the state of Florida in the years to come. He is 
bilingual in a bilingual state. 
Martinez has been a high school history teacher. 
Thus he must be appreciative ofboth the history and 
the relative -lack of standing for our ·educational 
professionals, both in_ status, and in income. He must 
likewise have insight into the failings of the educa-
" tional system in Florida. 
The q~estion is, "Why, if our g?vernor has 3:ll _of :·~~<t=:tt=.=:t;::;\J:~=t():y:=::;-;:t?;=;::::::::.{,::,::r,:;:=?frdr:i:: :~ibfr.'iif:=:f.t:=:\=.:t:L~F::ff:\~:i 
:;!~~l~I~t~~~;i1§~1i~~; -~;111~1m111~tliiiJil 
cept him into the fold. 
Why? Untii just before the 1986 gubernatorial 
race, our devout right wing Republican was, of all 
things, a Democrat. 
Many Republicans saw this change of party as 
-politically opportunistic, as the Reagan "Revolution" 
was in full swing at the time. Meanwhile, the 
Democrats felt cheated by the unethical. behavior 
behind such a power grab. 
This, in part, has made it very difficult for him to 
get support from either party, and thus he has had to 
use his veto power in "record amounts". 
As to his latest commercial, which was funded by 
the graciousness of special interests, he claims to 
have been able to survive on t}:ie salary of a high 
school teacher 
.Since when should it be a heroic act to live on a 
teachers salary? And shouldn't Governor Bob have 
real insight into the plight of an educational system 
that is ranked as one of the nations worst, enough so 
to actually give it the funding that it needs and 
deserves. 
~Instead, he feels that the people of the state are 
best served by lowering the percent of education that 
is paid for by truces and by allowing for it to be paid 
for by the flakiest of all revenue raisers, the lottery. 
The lottery which hasn't actually gone to teachers. 
Shouldn't we make a real investment in our 
future, the schoolchildren of Florid~, who must learn 
to respond to the complex and changing demands of 
a multi-cultural and international economy? 
I just guess that Governor/Incumbent Bob Marti-
nez relishes gambling enough to gamble on the future 
of our children's education and on_the future of the 
state. 
. . 
. Modern -s_tyles ·modeled tor the modern man 
•1111l1!11111 
As a fashion-conscious guy, I recently be-
came concerned about what I'm supposed to 
be wearing this fall, now that it's half over. 
So I got hold of GQ magazine ("For the 
Modern Mai(), which featured am article 
entitled "Fall -Flair." The first sentence is-: 
• "This fall, we celebrate a clever conflation 
of luxe and loose moods." 
Ha ha! You can always count on prof~s­
sional fashion writers to make things clear. 
I bet they had quite a brainstorming session • ' 
at GQ, trying to come up with the fall con-
cept: 
"Ok, how about: 'This fell we celebrate a 
clever concoction of duck and moose foods."' 
"Nah. How about: ' .... a clever concoction · 
of schmucks in puce shoes.'" 
"Nah. How about ... " 
And so on, until finally they hit upon hit, 
~~--------~· ~ .wear the pants from a BLUE suit with a 
jacket from a GRAY suit, or visa versa, 
except in low-light situations. 
It has taken some of us guys YEARS to 
absorb these guidelines. And now here 
comes GQ, introducing a conpletely new 
fashion concept, brown, which raises a 
whole .raft of troubling questions, such 
as: Wh~t about ties? What about GREEN 
suit? How many questions make a "raft"? 
And what will the fashion directors tell 
us to wear next? 
The alarming answer is: PERFUME. 
Yes. Oh, they don't CALL it perfµme. 
They call it "fragrance for men," and they 
give it guy-type names· like "El Hombre 
DeMaleManForHim,"butit'sdefinitely 
· @ perfume. This is even more alarming to -,.. ..... = !R me than brown suits because I grew up in :no . c ~ an environment wher1e, if you had shown 
=t 6: . up at school wearing fragrance, the other 
;, § males would have stuffed you into a guy 
: ~ locker and left you there for the better 
~ ~ . part of the academic year. -
0.1» The scariest part is that you can be ex-
g> posed to male fragrances AGAINST 
"a clever concoction of luxe and loose 
moods," which is EXACTLY what you men 
out there are celebrating this fall, right? 
Liars! You don't even know what "confla- ~1~fi;f~~iv'-------..:;~~iii~Ei 
tion" means. I know I don't. It sounds like a 
· ~. YOUR WILL merely by exercising your 
~ constitutional right to leaf through 
;- . magazines. For example, while leafing 
~ through GQ I was attacked by an aggres-
.,.. __ ... sive Calvin Klein male-fragrance adver-
medical condition. ("I'm sorry, Mr. Johnson, 
but you have a conflation of the splee.n"). 
But after carefully analyzing the photographs in 
.GQ, I have concluded that what they mean by a 
"clever conflation of luxe and loose moods" is: 
Brown suits. -
This makes me nervous. I have always dressed 
according to certain Basic Guy Fashion rules, includ-
ing: 
-Both of your socks should always be the same 
olor. 
-Or they should at least both be fairly dark. 
-If, when you appear at the breakfast table, your 
wife laughs so hard that she spits out her toast, you 
hould consider wearing a different tie. 
-When dressing for a formal event, always check 
the armpits of your rental tuxedo for vermin. 
-Always wear BLACK shoes after 6 p.m. except 
during mon.ths ending in "R" UNLESS you are a joint 
tisement that deliberately spewed fra-
taxpayer filing singly with two or more on base. granc'e molecules onto my body, and for several hours 
-When you wear shorts, your underwear should I was terrified that I might have to make a trip to a 
not stick out the bottom more than two inches. masculine environment such as the hardware store 
ButthemostimportantFashionrulethathasbeen · for an emergency toilet part or something, and the 
drummed into guys is: NEVER WEAR A BROWN clerks would pick up my scent: 
SUIT. Only two kinds of guys wear brown suits: CLERK (sniffing) : Smells like a moose conflated in 
1. Your Uncle Wally, the retired accordion broker here! Is that YOU? 
whoattendsallfamilyfunction-weddings,funeral, · ME: Yes, but ... 
picnics-wearing a brown suit he purchased during CLERK: Hey, wait a minute, isn't that Calvin 
the Tniman administration and that he has never Klein's Obsession, the fragrance that used to be 
had cleaned or repaired, despite the fact that his advertised with pictures of a bed with enough de-
pants have a large devastated region resulting from pressed-looking naked people lying on it to start a Co-
the time in 1974 when he fell asleep with his cigar Ed Naked Depressed Person's Softball League? 
burning and set fire tO his-crotch, and Aunt Louise ME: Yes, but ... 
had to extinguish it with eggnog. CLERK: You got any more? 
2. Ronald Reagon. My current Fall Fashion Planf as a Modern Man, 
All other guys have been trained to wear only dark is to squat around in my boxer shorts until next 
blue suits and dark gray suit, taking care t<> never spring. 
• 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Way to go ATO football-Winna! Winna! 
Hey there pledges how are those books com-
ing? Let's get busy! I feel that homecoming 
spirit-DO YOU?! 
u, ATO time to meet with destiny#1 I 
Sigma Phi Ep~llon 
Friday is Friends of the Heart Happy Hour at 
the house from 4-8pm. For bus 11ckets see 
Mark. Also 8-8-0 on Sunday. Ask Mud about 
it. Ritual this Sunday. No excuses! AreXAI? 
ACACIA 
A Hose, mi hermano mayor, 
Feliz compleanoslll Me llamos para que pode-
mos hacer juntos pronto. De tu hermano 
manor, Higgins 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Thanks KD's we had an awesome time on the 
bus ride. Let's do it again soon. Way to an 
TKE I, we're still kick'n bun & taking names. 
Thanks to everyone who was out there sup-
porting football today TKE I vs Team Kappa@ 
5:00. Be there! Hey Frank & Rex the Eagles 
stink & you both still have an attitude I Puddin 
say " Go skins" Better yet go TKE ! I C-ya 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Thanks to the bros & pledges who helped at 
Special Olympics. Halloween Candy Sale 10/ 
30 CEBAJI lobby, & 10/31 near Phillips Hall 
and near cafeteria. Volleyball Tournament 
and Canned Food Drive sponsored by A Phi 0 
and Newman Club 11 /3 9am on the green. 
Pledges, we're looking forward to the generic 
social! Brothers, meet a pledg~. sign a book. 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
The Circle was great. Keep up the good work. 
Good Luck KT Sweeney and Jason Di Bona for 
homecoming. Woodser Nov. 2. Tickets avail. 
at the house ZTA-IlKA Homecoming! 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Insane! Let's play Doctorwas truly insane. FA 
to Jerry and all the others who put it together. 
It was awesome even without Bart's chill 
flyers. Keep bootin' rearend Cudas. 6-0 baby. 
SAE I vs. Club Noob Wed. at 4:00 while the 
Cudas play AFU-GDI on Tues. at 4:00. Happy 
Birthday to Papsch. The big 211 Thanks to the 
super ladies of Pi Beta Phi for catchin' the rays 
with us on Sunday. 1-{ope everyone has a safe 
and chill Halloween 
Lambda Chi Alpha _ 
Big things happening .. .Watch this space for all 
the info. Ladies, Crush Dance 1s this Friday: 
Look for your mystery invite soon! Boys, be 
creative. To the ladies oflri Delta: Get ready 
for the best Homecoming UCF has ever seen. 
Together, we are "THE UNTOUCRABLES". 
Brothers and AM's, remember Dad's Day this 
Sat. Also, don't forget: Formal meeting this 
Sunday-Consultant arrives. Let's show hiQ1 
what made Beta-Eta a 4-time Grand High 
Alpha winner. Thought for the week: 
Kalepa Ta Kala 
American Production and Inventory Cont 
rol Society 
Don't just graduate with a Diploma I 
Give·yourself and extra edge 
-Meet professionals· 
-Learn important management skills-
Join APICS-Call Mr. Pullin 281-5673 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY-
Students, Staff, Faculty all invited. 
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr. 
RM 214, Wed. Noon Dr .. Ashmun Brown 
HOMECOMING SPECIAL 
Coupon: Whopper, small fries, medium soft 
drink 
Cost $2.00 (Normally 3.75) 
Buy coupons for your club or 
organization. While Supplies lastl 
VALID HOMECOMING SATURDAY ONLY 
Coupons may be obtained form any 
UCF Gospel & Cultural Choir Member or 
you can pick them up in Minority 
Student Services Office Room 225 
For More Information Call 38o-5368 
S.W.A.T 
Halloween potluck dinner party Wed.I Bring a 
covered dish. St. Augustine camping Nov16-
1811 
Christmas Party Dec. 8. Come help us make 
plans Wed. 5:00 HRC X35841 
SWAT 
SWAT is sponsoring a QUIT SMOKING se-
ries with the American Lung Assoc. FREE· 
DOM FROM SMOKING meets at 4pm Thurs, 
Nov. 1. Campus Wellness Center. Everyone 
welcome! $15 students $5. 
Ann & Nancy need a roommate! FINS own 
room, own bath 10 min. from UCF. Quiet but 
fun! Call for more info 677·1841 
F roommate wanted own bdrm share bth 1/3 
utilities located next to XTRA on 436 avail. 121 
1 Call 679-1217 
Roommate wanted FoxHunt $125/mo $125 
deposit+ 114 uni. Call Alex 273-5476 Must be 
neat. 
Female roommate wanted for two bedroom 2 
bath condo. Chancellor Row. Tennis court, 
Pool, $260+1/2 utilities Call Beth at281-4967 
WANTED: Female to share fully frnshd 211 
apt. located 5 miles from UCF on a lake $230/ 
mo.+ 1 /2 util. Call or leave a message at 677-
0249 
Third roommate needed for 212 "in Fox Hunt 
Lanes. Apply 1n person to 2814 Hunt Club 
Lane. 
FINS needed to share room. Fox Hunt 212 
townhouse. $130 + 1/4 380-9600 
Roommate needed for Korean student. 2bd/ 
2bath, pool, and laundry. $220/mo. + 1/2 util. 
Call 381-8546 (Alex) or 783-0449 (Carl). 
Camtra·MlnoltaX-37050mm l~ns, dedicated 
Vivitar flash, filters, hood, cleaning Kit-$195. 
Call Mike 679-3870 or 275-2601 , 
Assume No Qualify, $1500 down. 3yr old 
2bdrm 2 1/2 bath. All appliances, washer/ 
dryer, ceiling fans, brand new carpeting. 
Close to UCF. Split$575/mowith roommates 
and still own. Call 658-8075. 
1982 Dodge Challenger 
5 speed, power steering and 
power brakes. $1,300 OBO 
Call Man 671-1139 
Nikon 8008 still under warranty. 
Almost new $425.00. Call Mike at work 823· 
2601 or evenings at horne 679-3870 
Cassette tapes for sale. DJ going out of 
business. Over 1000 for sale. Music includes 
Progressive, Rock, and Rap. $3.00each. Call 
Tim at 281-7822. Located in Fox Hunt. 
Baseball cards 1990 upper deck 
Factory sets 1 ·800 $60 other items available 
for phone auction. Call Kevin at 823-4215 
Apple lie, Ext. drive, monitor, modem, and 
printer. $200. 
(internal drive needs new R/W head) 
Call 281-9473 . 
Alto Sax Yamaha w/case good cond. 
needs cork. $325 380-2835 
1-way airfare to Kansas City, Mo. November 
20. Call 380-2026 Ext. 2242 
Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large 
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask 
about our move-in spee1al 282-5657. 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occu-
pancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967. 
Need M!F to move into Collegiate Village Inn. 
Please call 380-2026 Ext. 2242 
86 Chevy Celeb.rity good condition $3500 
OBO 857-3123 after 5pm 876·1342 
83 Shelby Charger 5 spd new paint, brakes & 
tires exc. cond. $2500 
298-0413 Lvg Msg 
Nissan 200SX 1984, Auto, Power 
Package, sunroof, clean. $3495 38!)-3886 
1983 Cutlass Ciera LS 2-tome Blue 4cyl. auto-
matic A/C PS PB AM/FM 
Great shape 10300 mi 407-851-0353 
Ask for Glenn 
86 Jeep CJ7 Exe. Cond. new 31" Yokohama 
tires, Alum rims, DD Bl Tube Bumpers, remote 
alarm, Ctr console, AM/FM cass w/eq, 2 tops 
$7900 OBO Pat 823-4254 
Good running 1965 classic Mustang $3100 
Negotiable. Call John 841-8907 or Dave 678-
9650 
Childcare for newborn baby, partime MWF 
8am-12pm, my home, Alta. Springs Refer· 
ences Required 862-9531 
December grads, start a career in Civil Service 
with the Fed. Gov't. For info. & training call 
331-3556. 
Travel Sales Representative 
Wanted, outgoing, aggressive, self-motivated 
individuals or groups to market Winter and 
Spring Break trips on campus. For more 
information call Student travel Services at 1-
800·648·4849. 
Manager Trainee-Degree in Marketing or 
Business Administration.Full time position, 
good benefits, chance for rapid advancement. 
Color Tile 4995 W. Colonial Dr. Orlando. Ask 
for Diane (407) 299-6750 · 
Telemarketers· Top Monies Paid!! 
No experience needed, will train, 
Flexible hours up lo $11 per hour plus 
bonuses. Interview today-Start tomorrow. 
Near UCF Call Joe-382-5000 
Female looking for sociable, fun place to,live. 
Avail. Spring term $500/mo. Food, elec., 
Cable, phone, + many extras incl. · Call 380-
2026 
Ext. 1102 
Looking for someone to car POC>I with back and 
forth to Tampa/St. Pete area on weekends. 
Call Frank, 678-7886 
RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and 
typesetting services. For details, call Resume 
House's 24 hour information line at 904-371· 
6769. 
Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684 
LSAT Jitters? - Prepare now! Special LSAT 
enhancement course covers all areas in 
depth. Learn how the test works. Call now! 
380-2883 or 777-4603 
EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 366-
0538. I 
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600 
One mile from UCF campus. 
All student documents and resumes. Same 
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD 
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter qualify/laser 
printing. 
Fast * Professional * Accurate 
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678·6735 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs 
FRENCH: TYPING/TUTORING 568-1219 
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal 
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045 
Fast, accurate typing. While-U-Wait & same 
day service avail. 895-7189 
TERM PAPERS· Professionally' 
wordprocessed by GAB Enterprises· 
experienced staff. Student Discount 
678-5048 
Typing Service (fasVaccurate) $1.50/pg. 366· 
4882 
Now in Nov. school is goir.g strong 
but Spring Break is not far along, 
so pack up your bags, your towel, and 
beer, the time for partying is just about here. 
Roundtrip Cruise to the Bahamas from 
Ft. Laud. includes 4 nights PD Hotel $891 
person double occ-(305) 783-4071. 60 day 
reservation required. Port Tax not ind. 
Free Kittens! Adorable! 
Mother was abandoned and kittens need a 
good, loving home 
Please call 678-6105 
Cute, but shy funloving SWM 24yrs. is seeking 
a nice SWF to get to know and spend time 
with. I enjoy swimming, sailing, movies, ro-
mance. Take a chance you won't regret it. 
LH 00055 
23 yr. old GWM 150 lbs. 6' seeks some one for~ 
meaningful relationship. Runners or Swim- · 
mers build pref. PO 678104 Orlando, FL 
32867 
VC Queen· 
Plant was excellent 
Phil is hot 




Hey Rab, are-your cheeks still glowing from 
the other night? 
Penn 4 
PS How does my future look? 
Ameet, your day is coming! 
You know who 
Dear Bren and Barbie, 
Have you two ever heard of a phone? I am sick 
of hearing about your very dismal and de-
pressing lives . . Stop wasting our time. Call 
each other! 
Marni, Blondes have more fun· they are too-
hot-to-trot. You are the exception, and I am 
not. Love Ya! 
Bren, forget about that WENCH. Barbie 
doesn't deserve you. Take me to see Mart 
Putz Tuesday night@ 9pm in the Wild Pizza. 
Later, we'll try some of our own props. Luv, 
Bunnie 
Jeannie R. 
Alles zum eburtstag I 
Someone from the UCF Credit Union 
Freks in Effect Linle Wabbit Shiek Party @ 
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, pro- Club Ebz. Be there or be rectangular. Hi 
posals, etc. Affordable rates. PiCku!>& de!iv- Cristina Jessy Boo I Happy Halloween. See 
• 
ery. 695-1917 you @the Wild Pizza Wow! Ed ...................................................... ~ ................. ~ .... ~ ...................... ~ . 
MINI CLASSIFIED FORM 
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff and faculty 
$1.50 per line: Non-students and businesses 
Boldface and underline extra (double-line rate) 
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds 
Insertion dates: 
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."?:@I 'Let's beat these guys.' You 
UCF will play in the State 
Collegiate Tournament for the 
fourth year on Nov. 2-3 in Tal-
lahassee. Wilson said a win 
there could move UCF up one 
or two spots . 
always want to knock off the 
top dog." 
~~1:~~=~KS~!PEr lillJ 
set a record with a round of 66. .: .. ·'·'g·'·'N'' dlf C ...... f ... , ... ,,,.,, ,,.,:::.1-'e.&. ''.'' 
"Inside we know we are good, 7. UCF 118 
but outside it proves we are as 
good as last year." 
Don't Start The New Year Without Us! 
FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! 
Information about how to get EXTRA MONEY 
through private scholarship sources. 
Please call or write today for your free 
information!!! ~~ 
ADVANCED TUITION ASSISTANCE 
110 W. Jasm'ine 
~ Lehigh Acres FL. 33936 ' 
• 
• 
Phone(Bj 3)368-7611 Fax (813)368-6889 
~-. - / / , -- -· . 
... : , ~ ,./"/--· 
·;.-- l/-,1t5__· -
. :. ·'.// --_.r.:-:" ./ Michelle Benecomo 
· / ' - ( Ashley Calvert 
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REACHING FOR SUCCESS 
Nick Anderson drives for a 'layup over two Atlanta Hawks. The 
Magic begin their season Friday in Atlanta. 
\ 
. i 
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SOCCER 
FROM PAGE 16 
The ability to read is a precious gift. 
And the gift is one you can give. 
its starting player Paula Wilk-
ins, Massachusetts kept the 
game scoreless duringthefirst 
half. 
In the second half, UCF 
again came out fighting but 
was plagued·with a number of 
near conversions. 
First it was Liz Young of 
UCF taking down three de-
fenders and finishing with a 
chip shot just over the goal. 
Seconds later, Young crossed a 
perfect ball to Julie Tombragel 
who headed a line drive shot 
. just wide of the goal. 
The only goal of the game 
came with 14 minutes left in 
the game when Massachusetts 
converted a defleced shot. 
Suasan Gaudette scored off 
the rebound when April 
Kater's shot hit the crossbar. 
The loss was an emotional 
one for the Lady Knights. The 
team had controlled the entire 
match but was denied the vic-
tory. 
"It was very unfortunate for 
the better team did not win," 
UCF Coach Bill Barker said. "I 
feel sorry for the girls for they 
played their hearts out and 
have nothing to show for it." _ 
Minutemen . Coach Jim 
Rudy is the former coach of the 
Lady Knights and has strong 
ties here. Some ofUCF's play-
ers were recruited by him 
when he coached last in 1988. 
"The game was our toughest 
of the year," Rudy said. "The 
match up was like a reunion for 
me, but it was very difficult to 
· Ed Heath/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Stephanie Johnson controls the ball against Massachusetts. 
UCF lost its final game of the year, 1-0. 
enjoy the moment." 
The put UCF out of conten-
tion for the upcoming playoff 
tournament. 
Massachusetts is ranked 
No. 10 in the nation. 
In Saturdays game, the 
Lady Knights tied Creighton. 
Kelly Barnes scored the only 
UCF goal 
The men (6-10) defeated 
Rollins, 2-0, Saturday. 
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America. 
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I $19.95 PERM OR 1 $6.95 HAIRCUT 1 
1 BODY WAVE I <REGULAR$7.95> this 
(REGULAR $24.95-$29.95) I NO APPOINTMENT 
I LOHQ HAIR AND SPECIALTY NECESSARY 
WRA':~L:;r::c~. HAIR I ALL HAIR LENGHTS. . may be 
I APPT. RECOMMENDED. WALi'- I G0001lflOlXlHNOY.Z31uO 
I INS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 
· . I the most 
I . GOOOlHU,GHNal. 23111111 I I 
1 ~ Notvalid~ith ~ Notvalidwit~ impressive. 
I ~~nyotherotter.~any other offer. 
L __ __ ~th~s~up~ ____ ·~h~sc~~n 
An h o n e s t h a i r c u t a t a n h on e s t p r i c e" · 
General Student 





Thursday, N~vember i, 
at 4pm in t~e UDR 
·$3.90 per hour 
Maximum 20 hours 
For More Information 
contact Jeff Laing at 
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Experience ·keys victory 
as ·iron Horse defeats UCF 
"'WW 1lfAtfu 1"'-"d ~ 7., &u:01 
FREE I I 
4oz. I 
Coloumbo Lite I 
Frozen Yougurt I 
With this coupon limit one 
per person good at 
University Natures Table 
at University shoppes. 
JOB SEEKERS is a newspaper featuring resumes from college 
students with a wide variety of majors and degrees. Designed to 
assist Personnel Directors with their job hiring needs, JOB 
SEEKERS is distributed to over 1,000 companies throughout 
Florida--its the fastest, and easiest method of getting your 
resume the attention it deserves! 
Why limit your choices to only the few companies that have 
campus recruiters? There are many small and mid-sized 
companies that can offer you a great posistion, so why not 
target them tool 
To have your resume featured in the December 1990 edition, 
send an unfolded copy (limited to one 8.5" x 11" page) a,nd ·a 
check or money order for $29.95 to: 
ENTRY POINT PUBLICATIONS 
P.O. BOX 13316 
TAMPA, FL 33611 
ALL RESUMES MUST BE RECEIVED PRIOR TO 11/5/90 
ITS A COMPETATlVE JOB MARKET OUT TIIERE AND, YOU 




by Brian Goercke 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF Rugby Club 
locked horns Saturday with 
Iron Horse, a local squad, and 
sought victory in a classic 
match up of youth versus expe-
rience. But experience pre-
vailed as Iron Horse defeated 
UCF, 12-4, at UCF. 
Iron Horse, who is consid-
ered UCF's "father" team and 
who helped form the Knights 
il) 1988, has been together 
since 1974. 
Although both squads ex-
changed casual andjovial dia-
logue before the game, bellig-
erent· words would l'ater inter-
twine with the clashing spirits 
from both teams. 
Jeff Koford, wing forward 
for Iron Horse, insisted the 
matchup would be the equiva-
lent of a family quarrel. 
"It'll be a "kinder, gentler" 
friend vs. friend game," 
Kolford said. . 
Ken Lindsey, captain of the 
Iron Horse squad, predicted 
the course of the game and the · 
strategies that one could ex-
pect from both teams. 
"It · will be a forward-ori-
ented game with hard tackling 
and aggressive playing from 
both teams," he saic,l. 
Richard Germann of UCF 
saw Saturday's matchup as a 
confrontation of forms-UCF 
being more physical and Iron 
Horse being more experienced. 
The game began with a 
Apple introduces the ~1acintosh Classic. 
Trying to stretch dollars when 
you're computer shopping-doesnl mean 
you're willing to make sacrifices. 
That's why you should consider the new, affordabl@ Macintosh® Classic® computer. 
It has everything you need-including a monitor, keyboard, mou~, 2 megab~~ of 
RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Maantosh C~1c tS ready 
to run, because the system software is already installed~ ~d_, ~to the Maantosh 
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and runrung m ~o ume: . . 
concentration on physical 
domination. 
With the meshing of physi-
cal might came a torrent of 
penalties, which UCF seemed 
to monopolize. Although the 
balance of power was evenly 
spread throughout the game, 
Iron Horse struck first on a 
give-and-go play. 
Paul Pope took a pitch on a 
throw~in play and trampled 
down a shielded sideline to the 
"They took us to 
school on Saturday 
and they taught us. 11 
- Frank Diadone 
UCF rugby player 
tri-line. Ken Lindsey pounded 
the point-after attempt 
through the uprights,-and Iron 
· Horse held a 6-0 lead. 
As ball control and field 
position began to swing to both 
clubs intermittently, the 
Knights· salvaged a score near 
the end of the first half. 
Derrick Burke took the ball 
out of a scrum, weaved 
through a scattered Iron Horse 
defense and dived over the tri-
line. 
UCFs Frank Diadone, how-
ever, missed the point-after by 
inches and Iron Horse clung to 
a 6-4 lead. -
Af halftime, both squads 
seemed outspoken about their 
play and aoout the domination 
of field position. Derrick Burke 
reflected humorously on his 
role in the game. 
"I compare myself to a scat-
back," Burke said. "I have to be 
fast or I'll get tackled by these 
big, burly fat guys." 
The second half began with 
equal intensity and remained 
physical for the rest of the 
match. 
While UCF held an edge on 
field position, penalties con-
tinued to plague UCFs mo-
mentum. 
Midway through the second 
half, Iron Horse tacked on in-
surance points as a direct re-
sult of a penalty. Paul Taylor 
took the ball on a penalty play 
and galloped 10 meters 
through a fence of UCF play-
ers. 
Ken Lindsey booted the 
point-after attempt through 
the uprights and Iron Horse 
increased its lead to 12-4. 
While the Knights made 
several bids to narrow the 
lead, they were continuously 
denied satisfaction. 
Although the matchup was 
loaded with anger and may-
hem, the aftermath returned 
with jovial spirits on both 
squads. Both teams reflected 
casually on the outcome of the 
game. 
"They took us to school on 
Saturday and they taught us," 
Diadone said . 
For further information visit 
UFC Computer Sales Office, CCII ~oon1 
105 between 9 a.m. -4 p.m. Mon. -Fri. 
or call Michael Pridemore at 823-5434 
~ 
ti. 'The power to be your best~ 
Uke every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applicau~ns that all 
work in the same, consistent way-so once you've learned one pro~, you re well on_ your 
way to learning them all. And this is one cheap r~mmate that ~oesn t have trouble sharing. 
The Apple® SuperDrive ~standard equipment with every Maomosh-reads from and 
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share 
information with someone who uses a different type of computer. 
• Macintosh Classic computers purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy disks; software is not Installed . • 
C1990 Apple Computer, fnc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of A_pple Compuler, fnc. SuperDnve and T~; 
power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer, fnc. Classic is a registered tradem_ark hce~ to Appl~ Computer, Inc. MS·D 
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It' ll change your mind about cheap roommates. is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of fnternat1onal Business Machines Corporation. 
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SALUKIS· 
FROM PAGE 14 
Mike Dickinson. The pass capped a 
five-play drive led by Willie English, 
who gained 22 yards in three rushes: 
Two plays later, Gibson completed a 
pass to Greg Brown, who fumbied on 
pitched to Beckton, who faked the run the SIU 30-yard line. It was recovered 
and tossed a 76-yard pass to Shawn by UCF's David Nelson. 
Jefferson for a touchdown. UCF scored on Johnson's last touch-
"W e·were going to open up the game down pass. Cooper tipped the pass and 
with the X-around pass, that was the Beckton pulled it in for the score. 
first play plan for the game," McDowell The Knights' final touchdown came 
said. in the fourth quarter on Mark 
"But we wanted the ball on the hash Giacone's 11-yard run to cap a 64-yard 
to run it, and it wasn't on the hash so we drive. 
decided to can it. Three series later we The Salukis added a late score on a 
decided to go back to that play." 1-yard run by Antonio Moore. 
The Knights added another score UCF finished with a season high of 
two . drives later. On first down-and- 521 yards. 
goal on the 8, Johnson handed off to Ron Johnson completed 8-of-13 
Balasis, who faked the sweep and · passes for 168 yards and four touch-
passed to John Osborne in the end downs in the game. 
zone. It was his first touchdown of his Coming into this game, UCF quar-
four-year career. terbacks had passed for a total of four 
"We hadn'"t worked on the halfback touchdowns. Six of the se"'l.en touch-
pass at all," McDowell said .. "The sweep downs the Knights scored this season 
was so effective it was obvious the half- were passing touchdowns. Sean Jeffer-
back pass was the·re." ·son had 135 yards on three receptions, 
Southern Illinois came back on its tw:o of which were touchdowns. 
next drive to score on the fourth down. Mark Giacon~ rushed for 11 O yards 
Sal ukis quarterback Fred Gibson in 18 carries, breaking 100 yards for 
threw a 2-yard pass to ian Oliver, cut- the fourth time this year. 
ting UCF's lead to 14-7. The driv~ was ''The line came off real nice. The 
kept alive on the fourth down when fullback blocked real good on the 
UCF had too many men on the field on sweep," Giacone said. "Just great 
a Southern Illinois punt. blocking, and I ran hard," Giacone said. 
Johnson's first touchdown pass Football Notes: Saturday's game 
came in the second quarter when he against the Salukis was delayed 15 
connected with Bret Cooper for a 15- minutes when a loose saddle caused 
yard score. A 43-yard pass to Jefferson Chad Daughtrey, Sir Knight, to fall off 
set up the score. his horse Gallahad while leading the 
UCF added another touchdovwi, team on the field. Daughtrey was taken 
making the sco~e 28-7 at halftime. to. the hospital but did not sustain any 
A late hit call against Southern Illi- broken bones. 
no is put the ball ~m the Salukis 35-yard Giacone' s 110 yards gives him 591 
line. From there, Johnson was able to yards rushjng for the year, which is a 
find Beckton for a 19-yard gain and career high. It surp2. sses the 584 yards 
Jefferson for a 16-ya:rd touchdown he gained as a freshman in 1987. 
pass. He will need to average 66 yards 
The first of UC F's second half scores over the last three games to break 
was a 27-yard pass from Johnson to Elgin Davis' record of 786 yards. 
~OHNSON 
FROM PAGE 16 
This game was the opportunity to 
prove·he could be the quarterback the 
team needs. 
"I knew it was a big opportunity," 
Johnson said. ''The receivers just ran 
some great routes and made it easy to 
get the ball to them." 
Johnson has impressed his coaches 
over the years with his attitude and his 
heart on and off the field. 
He came in to lead the team to a 
season ope·ning victory over Troy State 
this year and gives extra time to serv-
ing the community, including speaking 
at a middle school Fellowship of Chris-
tian Athletes. 
"He-works real hard in practice and 
he doesn't complain," offensive coordi-
nator Mike Kruzek said. "~on's always 
had tremendous confidence in his abili-
ties. It's probably our fault fot not get-
ting him in sooner. 
"He threw the ball real well tonight 
and had probably the best performance 
we've had at quarterback all year." 
With the Knights leading 14-7, 
Johnson completed a 43-yard pass to 
Jefferson which set up a 15-yard pass 
to wide receiver Bret Coo.per. Just 
before halftime, he added a 16-yard 
toss to Jefferson for his second touch-
down pass. 
In the second half, Johnson threw 
just thre·e pass and completed all of 
them. Two of the three passes were 
touchdown strikes- one to Mike Dick-
inson and the other to Beckton. 
"He came in with a lot of poise and 
gave the offense a lot of confidence," 
Dickinson said. "He got the chance he 
needed, and I thought he did a great 
job," he said. 
THE PLACE TO BE TONIGHT IS ••• OVIESMO OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE 
The Wild Pizza @ 9 pm for · 
~~&15~ LPm~~ 
Don't miss the Hilarious· Putz-Prop-Man? 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
··············~················~·· 
: Homecoming Week!! : 
I · I 
1 1. November 4th - I 0th 1 
I I 
• Eveats • • I I 
: T1'esday ••• 9pm (SAC) .comedian HENRY CHO : 
1 Wednesday ••• Bpm (SCA) LIPSYNC CONTEST1· 
I 9:30 pm (SAC) SPEAKEASY/ I 
: CASINO NIGHT : 
: Tharsday ••• 8 pm (SCA) Movie: DICK TRACY : 
I Friday;. •• 4 pm Gemini Blvd. PARADE I 
: , 8 pm (GYM) CONCERT : 
I Satarday •• J:30 pm GAME Slippery Bock at UCF I 
I Citrus Bowl 1 
!NOTE: all CAB events are FREE to UCF students! faculty and staff, with validated ID, unless otherwise notedill --------························· 
Al I movies are FREE to stu-
dents, and are shown in the 
Student Activities Center 
(WILD PIZZA) 
at 7 & 9 pm unless noted. 
®@W& WD!fC=fl ?fC=fl& 
wnw@ 
THURSDAY NOV. 1 @ 8 PM 
fjJ & If & !ft ffJ ~ f}!J 
SATURDAY NOV. 3 @ 12 & 3 
@f1(!jj& ~If &l?.11 
SUNDAY AND MONDAY 
NIGHTS 
OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIES 
Come and get in-
volved with CABU 
Call 823-2633 












UNITS NOW AVAILABLE 
Two Bedroom and Three Bedrooms 
One and a Half Baths from $480 - $595/Month 
$400 Security Deposit - No Pets 
Walking Distance to UCF 
ATif..INABLE PROPERTIES, INC. 
REALTORS 
Caryl R. Stevens, Broker 273-8937 
Please phone for an appointment. 
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Green attempts comeback 
Out 1 year with a knee injury, Brinda Green tries to reclaim position 
by Michele Dragonetti 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
As she prepares for the season, UCFbasket-
ball player Brinda Green's greatest challenge 
may be overcoming her own doubts about her 
ability, not just ·convincing Coach Beverly 
Knight that she has recovered from her knee 
injury. 
injury, she is.one of the quickest players on the 
court." 
Green explained that she needs to adjust and 
do different things to compensate for the injury . 
Despite this, Knight feels that Green's overall 
style has remained unchanged. 
"She has the same up-tempo style," Knight 
said. "Brinda is a player who plays from one end 
of the court to another. She gives 100 percent 
from one boundary to the other. This is the type 
of player we want." · 
As point guard, Green realizes the impor-
tance her position to the success of the offense. 
• 
Green, a junior guard, missed the entire 
1989-90 season after sustaining a serious knee 
. injury that required surgery 12 games into her 
freshman year. 
-;.:-::.;--;:;,;;-:,;;;---;;;:;:;.;..· ~· -===========================:--:---~ "I was looking forward to the season," Green "Brinda definitely has a leadership ·role on 
our team," Knight said. "At point guard, she . 
must be a verbal leader to help establish the 
pace that our team plays. She is very much a key 
to our fast break . • 
• 
• 
C.9lfI9-{0£I C !JV&lsS 
*THURSDAY NOV. 1 12 NOON 
KNIGHTS ROOM ·(TROPICAL 
OASIS.) 
ALL SAINTS DAY 
*FRIDAY NOV. 2 .12 NOON 
-KNl.GHTS ROOM (TROPICAL 
.. OASIS) 
ALL SOULS DAY 








C.!itT./{OLI C C.919i(PUS Afl'l{f~ 
9{,'E~CL'll'B 
TICKETS: 
PE~CENTAGE OF PROCEEDS 10 BENEFIT SADD 
US.CONaP'lllNC 
said. "Then the injury happened. I felt as if all 
of the practice and conditioning I had done 
went down in one split second." · 
The knee injury sidelined her for the re-
mainder of the season. Her injury created a 
void at point guard for the rest of the year. 
The Knights were 7-5 at -the time of her 
injury and went 4-12 the rest of the way. 
With out her in the lineup, full court pressure 
gave UCF problems. 
Green averaged 10.3 points, which was 
third on the team. 
Despite playing just 12 games, she led the 
team with 70 assists. She was third with 46 
steals, but her average of 3.8 steals per game 
led the team. 
She was expected to return last year, but the 
·knee was slow to. heal. 
But after much work, Green is able to return 
to the court. 
"I had to do a lot of therapy on the knee," she 
said. "It is 'still lacking, though. I can feel that 
it's not 100 percent." 
Green is critical of her playing condition. As 
the problems left to overcome, she sites less 
-speed, less of an ability to twist around and 
difficulty cutting back on her left knee. 
But Knight has fewer reservations. 
"Brinda thinks that she is much slower than 
she really is," Knight said. "Even after the 
CAB:::: 
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD 
Unfortunately, tickets for the show 
have run out. Stop by the "Pontiac 
Excitement Center'' from 11-3 Nov. 
1 and 2 on the green where 10 pairs 
of tickets will be given away. 
"She makes the offense work, like a quarter-
back. The point guard must set up and carry out 
a play. Brinda certainly does a good job at that." 
Despite all of the. positive aspects of her game, 
Green, like many successful athletes, says she is 
not satisfied with her current performance level. 
"My defensive play has been affected," she 
said .. "Because of the injury, I can't get back into 
position as quickly as I should." 
Knight said, "Her injury has-not slowed her at 
all offensively. It may have taken away one 
quick step defensively." 
Yet, despite-the reservations Green has con-
cerning her condition, she seems to be very much 
into the season. . 
"We want to go .500 in the American South 
Conference that we've just switched to," Green 
said. "I want to get beck on the court and do the 
best I can, [and] not worry about records or 
statistics .. " 
While Green remains determined to come 
back fully from her injuries to assist in the 
realization of these goals,. Knight remains 
strong in her high opinion of Green. 
, "She is a survivor," Knight said. "If anybody 
can succeed, ·B.rinda Green is going to succeed." 
Friday, 
November 2, 1990 
-8:00 p.m. 
SCA 
Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT CENTER · 
and check out the latest PONTIAC cars: Win 
tickets, t-shirts and enter a sweepstakes for a 
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Men's golf team enters poll at No. 7 
by Roy Fuoco 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The UCF men's golf team entered 
the Golf Coaches Association of Amer-
ica poll at No. 7 and for the first time in · 
its history is ranked No. 1 in its region 
The poll released Oct. 18 has 
Arizona State on top with 1 76 points 
and North Carolina second with 168 
points. The Knights, with 118 points, 
trail the University of Nevada-Las 
Vegas (126 points) and Arizona (125 · 
points). 




by Matt Mccredie 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
After controlling most of the soccer 
match, the Lady Knights failed to stop 
the persistent University ofMassachu- · 
setts. The Minutemen's 1-0 victory 
may keep UCF from getting a playoff 
bid. 
It was a good matchup between UCF 
(9-3.,3) and Massachusetts (10-5-2), 
with both teams equally matched in 
speed. With this in mind, the Lady 
Knights turned to their passing attack 
to spread out the field. 
Both teams avoided the offsides trap 
which resulted in numerous offensive 
strikes. Although the Minutemen were 
outshot, they scored the only goal of the 
game to give them the win. 
The Lady Knights matched the 
Minutemen's speed from the start and 
controlled the half. 
UCF penetrated deep into the 
Minutemen's defense but could not put 
the ball in the net: Despite the injury of 
see SOCCER page 12 
a little surprised that UCF entered the 
poll that high. 
"However considering the quality of 
the teams we beat [in Tennessee] and 
as well as the kids played, I'm not 
surprised," Wilson said. "When you set. 
five records, that's a pretty good tour-
nament." 
Among the records UCF set in Ten-
nesse~ at the MacGregor's Tourna-
ment of Champions was the team total 
score of855. That shattered the record 
of 880 set by Wake Eorest in 1988. · 
"If we play like that the re·st .of the 
year, we'll be national champions," 
Wilson said. 
Th~ highest UCF has been ranked 
was in the April 18 poll, which had UCF 
at No. 6 after the Knights won four 
c'onsecutive tournaments. For the first 
time, UCF ranked No. 1 in District 38, 
above Tennessee, Auburn, Florida and 




"It should be good for morale," 
Wilson said. "It should make the kids 
proud of what they accomplished. It's 
going to make the other teams say, 
see GOLF page 11 
Knights find 
other passers 
in 49·14 romP 
. . -
Beckton and Balasis toss TD 
passes, Ron Johnson throws 4 
by D. Scott Hoilman 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Knights found some stability in their passing 
game Saturday night, but not all of it was from the 
quarterbacks . . 
Wide receiver -Sean Beckton and ful~back Perry 
Balasis tossed touchdown passes before Ron Johnson 
added four of his own in UCF's 49-14 victory over ~ 
Southern Illinois before 14,055 fans. 
"Nothing shakes this team," UCF Coach Gene 
McDowell said. "I thought some individuafs maybe 
. lost a little poise during that Georgia Southern game. 
''That's the first sign of a loss of poise and it wasn't the 
whole team, just a few individuals. They ·lose these 
games ... They care, but they play the next week just 
. ... like they won it." . 
On the first two UCF·drives, the Salukis' defense 
was able to hold them to just 8 yards as Rudy Jones 
completed just 1-of-5 passes. 
Ron Johnson took over at quarterback ori the 
Michael Pohl/C!:N IRAL FLOHIDA FUTURE Knights' third possession. On the first play he 
Clifford Cole fakes aim at Salukis quarterback Fred Gibson. UCF · 
held 2 SI~ quarterbacks to 18-of-44 passing. - see SALUKIS page14 
J.Ohnson refuses 
to quit in QB battle 
by Jamie Johnson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Week after week, the UCF 
football team has been faced 
with one glaring hole in its at-
tempt to make the Division 1-
AA playoffs. 
They have lacked a player 
on their roster who could con-
sistently deliver the ball to 
UCF's receivers and running 
backs and, most importantly, 
win ball games: . 
Yet in ~aturday night's 
contest against Southern Illi- · 
nois, the c:rowd of 14,052 
watched two versatile non-
. quarterbacks and one second-
string quarterback emerge to 
lead a UCF passing attack that 
recorded 270 yards and 6 
touchdown passes. 
After starting quarterback 
Rudy Jones went to the side-
lines with 8:06 left in the first 
quarter, junior quarterback 
Ron Johnson pitched the ball 
in his first play of the game to 
wide receiver Sean Beckton. 
the second quarter, Johnson 
handed off to seriior fullback 
Percy Balasis, who tossed an 8-
yard touchdown pass to tight 
end John Osborne. 
With the Salukis' defense 
on the ropes from the two trick 
plays, Ron Johnson came on 
strong. He completed 8-of-13 
passes for 168 yards passing, 
with four touchdowns. 
· He added 23 yards on the 
ground and established him-
self as the Knights' starter for 
UCF's next game. 
"It was a great perform-
ance," ·coach Gene McDowell • 
said. "There's nothing about 
his play tonight I didn't like. 
Ron Johnson is the most accu-
rate passer we've got, even 
though his arm's not as strong 
as other guys' on the team. 
"When Jones missed three 
or four passes, we knew· we 
could get our receivers open so 
we put Johnson in:" · 
Ron Johnson (15) scrambles for a 1st down. For the 2nd time this year, he came off the bench to 
lead UCF to victory. His 4 touchdown passes were the most since Darin Slack had 5. 
Beckton then threw a 76-
yard touchdown pass to 
Shawn Jefferson, who was 
wide open. Five seconds into 
Johnson came to UCF from • 
N orthside Christian High 
school four years ago after 
standing out in football, bas-
ketball, baseball and track. 
see JOHNSON page 14 
